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Overview

1. Segment 1: Internet Law and Regulation: Challenges and Possible 
Approaches

2. Segment 2: Substantive Issues – Comparative Perspectives 

3. Segment 3: Approaches to National Digital Governance – Examples 
from other Countries 

4. Segment 4: Closing Exercise 
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SEGMENT 1
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1 Regulating the Digital Economy:
Trends and Challenges
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Accelerating Waves of Innovation 
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Impact on the Economy
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Example: Online Purchases
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Expanding Frontier – and Challenges
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https://www.cigionline.org/internet-survey



Expanding Frontier – and Challenges
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At the Core: Disruptive Technologies

• Technologies that create a new market and value network, by 
disrupting existing business, economics, culture, and the way we live.

• McKinsey identifies four factors of disruptive technologies:
1. Rapidly advancing technology (“breakthrough”) 
2. Large scope of potential impact (e.g. IoT – billions of objects)
3. Massive economic impact (e.g. advanced robotics and 6.3 trillion in labor 

costs globally)
4. Economic impact that upends status quo (AI’s impact on jobs, lives)

• Technology is an important driver of disruptive innovation (but only 
one factor). 

• Examples: Advanced robotics, AV, IoT, Cloud, 3D printing, AI 
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Disruptive Technologies: Two Examples

For each example, briefly identify some key challenges associated with 
it. The following questions might be helpful:

• What, where, and how are these technologies disrupting?

• What are the effects of the disruption?

• What are key legal and regulatory issues/concerns?

• What is different about the new disruptive technology, innovative 
business model, etc.?

• Who are the key actors involved?
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2 Law and Regulation:
Traditional Response Patterns and 
New Challenges
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Cycles of Disruption 1 (Carlota Perez) 
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Cycles of Disruption 2 (Debora Spar)

• Cycle with four phases of innovation in 
information and communication technologies

1. Innovation

2. Commercialization

3. Creative Anarchy

4. Rules and Regulation

• Legal uncertainty at very early stages of 
innovation cycle
• Legal system provides an early warning 

mechanism (e.g. IP law)
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Example: Digital Media Crisis
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Legal Response Patterns 

• The legal system has developed different 
approaches to interact with technological changes 
(“response patterns”):
• Subsumption, i.e. application of old rules to new 

phenomenon (default approach)

• Innovation, i.e. enactment of new law (legislator) or 
introduction of new doctrines (courts)

• Gradual responses over time 

• Discussion: How are these patterns challenged by 
today’s developments in the digital economy and 
ecosystem?
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Regulating Disruptive Technologies in the 
Post-Regulatory State
Four broader attributes of the digital ecosystem make regulation of 
disruptive innovation even more complex:

1. Variety in controllees

2. Variety in controllers

3. Variety in (and evolving) norms

4. Variety in control mechanisms
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Regulating Digital Economy: 
Challenges for Lawmakers and Regulators
• Decision-makers face a variety of inherent challenges in “regulating” the 

digital economy, including:
• Justification: Justifications for intervention, including market power, often 

shift faster than regulation can adapt.
• Prioritization: Good regulation is a scarce resource.
• Reconciliation: Managing competing policy goals and value trade-offs.
• Timing and Change: Technology evolves faster than regulatory processes.
• Design: Match legal designs with unique challenges of different technologies.
• Internationalization: Regulatory challenges are increasing regional and global.
• Enforcement: Law on the books versus law in action in decentralized 

environments.
• Unintended consequences: Good intentions but undesirable outcomes are 

possible.
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Biggest Ecosystem Challenge
How to avoid the fragmentation of the Internet and destroy the 
generative power of digital technologies?

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_FII_I
nternet_Fragmentation_An_Overview_2016

.pdf

https://www.economist.com/news/international/21709531-left-unchecked-
growing-maze-barriers-internet-will-damage-economies-and



2 Regulatory Models in Cyberspace
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Overview: Moving Beyond Law

• Addressing the fast-paced evolution and unique challenges of 
disruptive technologies requires a shift from law and government 
towards a more holistic governance approach.

• Effective governance in the digital age is based on three concepts:
• Multimodal: Consider and combine different “modes of regulation”.

• Multilayer: local, national, regional, and global engagement.

• Multistakeholder: government, companies, civil society & academia, co-
creating policy solutions.

• However, law continues to play a key role.
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Governance: Multimodal

• Consider all “modes of regulation” 
and work towards blended regimes
• Law 
• Standard setting
• Transparency
• Information sharing
• Self-regulation

• Over the past decade, increased 
importance of “code” as a 
“regulator” in digital environments

• Requires interdisciplinary 
expertise, education, mind-set
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Source: Lessig, Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace (1999)



Example: Cybersecurity
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Deep Dive 1: Lex Informatica/Code-Based 
Regulation
• New Chicago School: “Architecture” as a mode of regulation

• In Cyberspace, architecture is code, and “code is Law” (Lawrence Lessig).
• Design of code shapes/constrains human behavior in the digitally connected 

environment
• Technologists set the rules through hardware and software choices 
• Governments can shape “code” and use it as indirect mode of regulation 

(example: content filters, DRM systems) 

• Similarly, concept of lex informatica (Joel Reidenberg): Forming 
information policy rules through technology
• In analogy to lex mercatoria
• Parallel rule system, both regulatory tools (design and legal tools) are 

available to a hierarchical regulator 
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Legal Regulation v. Lex Informatica
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Example: Encryption 
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Discussion

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of code-based regulation?

• How does code-based regulation address the challenges of 
lawmaking and regulation in the digital economy? Which challenges 
remain unresolved?

• Where do you see the main areas of application?
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Deep Dive 2: Self- and Co-Regulation

• Self-regulation based on the principle of subsidiarity, i.e. 
governmental intervention should only take place if actors in a 
relevant context are unable to find suitable solutions themselves. 

• Two types of self-regulation:
• Concept of private groups, who make autonomous decisions that limit 

behavior, bound by laws of general application.
• Concept within a framework set by the government (directed self-regulation, 

co-regulation, etc. )

• Self-regulation to be considered where its application leads to higher 
efficiency than traditional legal mechanisms, and if compliance with 
private rules is higher than with alternative arrangements.  
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Example: Code of Conduct on Illegal Hate 
Speech (EU)
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Discussion

• What are the strengths and weaknesses of self- and co-regulation?

• How does self-regulation address the challenges of lawmaking and 
regulation in the digital economy? Which challenges remain 
unresolved?

• Where do you see the main areas of application?
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Deep Dive 3: A Role for Law & Regulation

• The tools of governance are critical for addressing disruptive 
technologies and innovation, but that does not mean law is irrelevant

• In the age of governance, law remains important in at least four ways:
1. Law as embodiment of fundamental values

2. Law as coordinating mechanism

3. Law as indirect force

4. Law as foundation

• Pro memoria: Digital technologies can also strengthen the rule of law, 
access to justice, and human rights
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Law: Fundamental Values

• Law provides the formal space to engage in a public dialogue about 
the fundamental values that may be in conflict with the impacts of 
disruptive technologies

• Disruptive technologies create numerous tensions:
• Privacy vs customization
• Personal data security vs national security
• Incumbent industries vs start-up platforms
• Traditional forms of labor vs automation
• …

• Law is space to stabilize the upheaval and discuss these fundamental 
values
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Law: Coordinating Mechanism 

• Law serves as a coordinating force that can bridge various 
stakeholders in ways that would be impossible otherwise, both in 
process and in result
• Procedural coordination: the legislative and regulatory processes can create 

pathways for coordination and dialogue
• Example: Apple v. FBI case resulted in congressional hearings, numerous legal briefs, all 

leading to coordination both within and across stakeholder groups

• Resultant coordination: law and regulation can itself direct coordination
• Example: reforms to government agency structure in order to improve both inter-agency 

coordination on cybersecurity risks, as well as information sharing systems between the 
public and private sectors
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Law: Indirect Force

• Although there are many circumstances where application of law and 
regulation is ill-suited to directly addressing fast-paced disruptive 
technologies, it can be used effectively to indirectly affect these 
technologies

• Examples:
• Directly regulating the privacy protections in products and services vs. 

enabling consumer protection agencies to monitor product and service 
privacy commitment and compliance

• Direct imposing cybersecurity standards vs. supporting testing laboratories to 
increase transparency around cybersecurity practices
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Law: Foundation and Enabler

• Digital technologies did not emerge in a legal vacuum – they reflect a 
legal foundation that already exists

• Relationship between sound and robust legal framework and 
innovation broadly acknowledged 

• The interplay between law and technology is not static; just as 
disruptive technologies might trigger adjustments in law and 
regulation, changes to law and regulation will shape the next 
generation of disruptive technologies
• Example: the complex and limiting regulatory system of taxicab licensing, 

insurance, and medallions was a primary factor in the structure of ride-
sharing platforms
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Example: CDA 230

40https://www.eff.org/issues/cda230



Regulatory (Legal) Strategies
Consider full spectrum of regulatory (legal) strategies (see Baldwin/Cave, 
Understanding Regulation):

• Command  & control—where legal authority and the command of law is used to pursue 
policy objectives. 

• Incentive-based regimes—where contracts, grants, loans, subsidies, or other incentives are 
used to influence conduct. 

• Market-harnessing controls—where governments channel competitive forces to particular 
ends (for example, by using franchise auctions to achieve benefits for consumers). 

• Disclosure regulation—where information is deployed strategically (e.g. so as to empower 
consumers).

• Direct action—where the state takes physical action itself (e.g. to contain a hazard or 
nuisance). 

• Rights and liability—where rights and liability rules are structured and allocated so as to 
create desired incentives and constraints (e.g. rights to clean water are created in order to 
deter polluters).
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Further Reading



3 Multi-Stakeholder Governance
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Governance: Multistakeholder

• Addressing the complex challenges and embracing the full potential of 
digital technologies requires a range of skills, knowledge, and perspectives 
that are often unavailable in a single place

• Robust solutions benefit from input from a variety of stakeholders, 
including:
• Private sector
• Governments
• Academia
• Civil society

• Important approach across all governance functions, incl. issues 
identification, development and selection of approaches, implementation, 
and evaluation 
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Collaborative, Decentralized IG Model

45

Towards a Collaborative, 
Decentralized Internet 
Governance Ecosystem

Report by the Panel on Global 
Internet Cooperation and 
Governance Mechanisms

Available at:
https://www.internetsociety.org
/sites/default/files/Internet%20
Governance%20Report%20iPDF.
pdf



Example: EIDG (Germany)
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https://cyber.harvard.edu/node
/99052



Further Reading

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2549270

https://cyber.harvard.edu/node/99052



Governance: Multilayered

• Many of the challenges of disruptive technologies occur at the local, 
national, regional, and global levels; effective solutions require 
working at and across each layer of governance

• Multilayered governance is not only necessary to “tame” disruptive 
technology, but also:

“For governments and national policy making, facilitating increased 
international collaboration and complementing inward with more outward-
looking approaches is now key to sustained success in innovation”
The Global Innovation Index 2016:  Winning with Global Innovation, p. 12

• Removing barriers to global cooperation and flow of ideas, 
knowledge, and people are new priorities in innovation policy 
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Example: Digital Privacy and Big Data
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SEGMENT 2
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1 Hate Speech on the Internet
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Definitions and Perspectives
“Hate speech” as speech that demeans or attacks a person or people as 
members of a group with shared characteristics such as race, gender, 
religion, sexual orientation, or disability.

• Perspective 1: outcome-based with a focus on the harm to groups or individuals. 
• Perspective 2: intent of the speaker. 
• Perspective 3: content of the speech. 

“Online harrassment” as “unwanted contact that is used to create an 
intimidating, annoying, frightening, or even hostile environment for the 
victim and that uses digital means to reach the victim” (A. Lenhart).

• Includes doxxing, revenge porn, gender-based harrassment, etc.

“Dangerous speech” as that which increases the risk of violence through a 
range of rethorical techniques and may contain explicit threats or incitement 
to violence (S. Benesch).
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Phenomenon (US)

http://www.pewinternet.org/2017/07/11/online-harassment-
2017/



Hate Speech Regulation: A Hard Problem

• Definitional issues: Hate or harmful speech consists a range of 
phenomenon that overlap and intersect, and include a variety of 
types of speech that cause different harms. 

• Normative issues: Trade-offs and tensions between protecting the 
interests of vulnerable populations and victicms of harmful speech 
online and protecting freedom of expression; allocation of (shared?) 
responsibility among dynamic actors network. 

• Design issues: Legal remedies often under- or overinclusive, plus 
enforcement problems; civil society responses important, but early-
stage; role of intermediaries and commercial vs. public interests, etc.
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Example: YouTube

https://youtube-creators.googleblog.com/2017/06/your-content-and-making-money-from.html

https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/06/what-is-hate-speech-on-
youtube-video-site-offers-clarity/



Example: International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR)
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State of Research

Despite increasing attention to the topic, we still lack a full understanding of the 
reach and impact of harmful speech online and know relatively little about the 
efficacy of different interventions. Moreover, our understanding of the collateral 
costs of various interventions is rudimentary.  Core questions include:

• How widespread is the phenomenon, who participates, who is harmed, and how?

• Is it increasing or decreasing, and how does it vary over time? Or is there evidence that the 
prevalence of harmful speech is steady and only receiving increased attention online?

• Are there signs of the normalization of harmful speech online? How are the actors that 
participate in harmful speech organized? How are they influenced by leaders, governments, 
public figures, and the media?

• What is the social network structure of groups that engage in harmful speech and what is the role 
of key influencers? How can we better understand the interplay between ingroup and out-group 
interactions?

• What contextual factors are associated with the incidence, intensity, and impact of harmful 
speech online?
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Complex Dynamics: Actors, Interventions 

https://cyber.harvard.edu/publications/2016/UnderstandingHarmfulSpeech



Possible Approaches and Strategies

https://cyber.harvard.edu/publications/2016/UnderstandingHarmfulSpeech



Complicating Factor: Rise of Algorithms 

https://medium.com/berkman-klein-center/exploring-the-role-of-algorithms-in-online-harmful-speech-1b804936f279



Case Study 1: NetzDG (Germany)

• Social media platforms with more than 2 million registered users are required to 
delete “evidently unlawful” content within 24 hours of being flagged. 

• Where the decision is not “evident”, operators have up to 7 days to assess the 
content. They can take longer if users are asked to weigh in, or if they pass the 
decision onto a joint industry body (“regulated self-regulatory body”).

• Platforms that receive more than 100 complaints (incl. flagged content) must 
publish a bi-annual report in German on how they deal with such complaints.

• Platforms meeting the threshold criteria must establish a point of contact within 
Germany to facilitate contact with government authorities and illicit content has 
to be stored within EU territory for 10 weeks to allow for investigation. 

• If platforms consistently fail to comply with these requirements, they face fines of 
up to €50 million.
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Reactions & Discussion

https://www.cfr.org/blog/germanys-misguided-social-media-law-minefield-us-tech



Case Study 2: Counter-Speech
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http://www.counternarratives.org/ http://extremedialogue.org/about/



Reactions & Discussion

https://www.isdglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Impact-of-Counter-Narratives_ONLINE_1.pdf

Conclusion

“By implementing a methodology that 
incorporates partnerships, curation, content 
creation, deployment, and evaluation, this study 
demonstrates that the use of counter-narrative 
messaging with measurable impact is replicable 
and scalable, though not without difficulty. 
Working with multiple partners and campaigns, we 
now have a much better idea of the interplay 
between key factors such as geography, language, 
ideology, audience, and media platforms.”



Further Reading
https://cyber.harvard.edu/research/harmfulspeech

https://www.article19.org/data/files/medialibrary/38231/Hate_speech_report-ID-files--final.pdf



2 Digital Privacy
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Example: Ananda  (16 years)



”Digital Natives” (Generational Shift)
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Snapchat

Instagram

Twitter

Facebook

Pinterest

Google +

Percentage of Teens Who Use SNS 
Once A Month - Fall 2016 + 2015



Findings for Policymakers from Focus Groups

• Semantic interoperability: Use of term such as “privacy” means 
different things to different groups (e.g. youth = reputation, social 
dimension of privacy; adults = institutional dimension of privacy).

• Perceived vs. real problem: Adults worry about loss of privacy among 
youth based on sharing-behavior. Evidence shows much more 
nuance. But: commercial use of data as big blind spot among youth. 

• Importance of education: Consider full range of approaches and tool, 
beyoned law, with an emphasis on education and digital literacy.
Move towards human-centric approaches needed given speed of 
change in technology and markets. 
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Example: DLRP

70http://dlrp.berkman.harvard.edu



Important Developments (EU): GDPR
• January 2012 reform announced to strengthen privacy rights and boost Europe's 

digital economy; GDPR Enacted on December 15, 2015; enforcement date: May 25, 
2018

• Aims of the General Data Protection Regulation:
• Supervisory Authorities

• Harmonization and “one‐stop shop” approach

• Increased enforcement and sanctions 

• Strengthening Individual Control
• Stricter consent forms & the right to withdraw consent at any time

• Implied consent no longer a legal basis or when there is an imbalance between the data subject and controller

• Right to access, correction and erasure in combination with the right to withdraw consent

• Transparency principle requiring data collectors to implement transparent and easily accessible data processing 
policies

• Increased Responsibility and Accountability of Data Processors and Controllers
• Stricter “privacy by default” 

• Affirmative actions by data controllers required to protect the data

• Notifications of data subjects and authorities in the case of a security breaches 
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GDPR – What Changes?
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https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/nl/Docume
nts/risk/deloitte-nl-risk-gdpr-vision-approach.pdf



International Impact
• GDPR applies to data controllers and processors outside the EU whose processing 

activities relate to the offering of goods or services (even if for free) to, or 
monitoring the behavior (within the EU) of EU data subject (Art. 3(2)).

• Offering goods or services” more than mere access to a website or email address. May include use of 
language or currency of a Member States with the possibility of ordering goods/ services there, and/or 
monitoring customers or users who are in EU

• Example: Thai Controller targeting EU customers via website and sales in EURO = GDRP applies, even if 
site not hosted in the EU

• “Monitoring of behavior” includes all types of Internet tracking and profiling 

• Example: Thai Controller placing tracking technology on hard-drives in the EU = GDRP applies 
(monitoring of behavior in the EU)

• GDPR Art. 27 requires designation of a representative of controllers or processors 
not established in the EU (some exceptions)

• SA may take action against EU-based representative, but not against the 
controller/processor in third country

• But might cut off data flows (e.g. ordering local telco provider); representative might be sued and held 
accountable 73



GDPR: Accountability Requirements
• Data Protection Principles under GDPR similar as under DPD, but extensive new 

accountability requirements to demonstrate compliance (see Art. 5(2)).

• Includes requirement to maintain relevant documentation on processing activities; 
to conduct data protection impact assessment for risky processing; and 
implementation of privacy by design and by default (e.g. via data minimization). 
• Documentation: Develop personal data map and processing inventories (what data collected? 

For what purpose? How is data processed? Legal basis for each activity? Where is data stored? 
How long retained? Who has access? Transfers? Etc.); keep records of all processing (incl. 
breaches of vendors); implement appropriate and effective policies and processes.

• Privacy by design and default: Consider data protection from start of project, assess privacy 
impact/risks; consider data minimization as default. Ensure that product design teams consider 
privacy.

• Data privacy impact assessment: Required if using new technologies and processing is likely to 
result in high risks to the rights and freedoms of individuals (e.g. CCTV; profiling/predictive 
analytics w/ automated decision making).

• Data protection officers: Required when company’s core activities involve large-scale monitoring 
of individuals, or large scale processing of sensitive data. 74



Privacy Programs
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Source: www.AlstonPrivacy.com



GDPR: Individual Rights (Overview)
• GDPR strengthens existing and creates new rights for individuals

•

• Expanded right to object: Any processing based legitimate interest can be objected 
to by simply demanding a stop. Requires companies to map out what processing is 
conducted for what purposes; policies need to reflect interests that will override 
user objections. Marketing-related processing will always need to stop. Fraud/crime 
prevention likely to survive customer objection.
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SEGMENT 3
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1 Evidence-Informed Policymaking 
and Other Best Practices 
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Emerging Best Practices
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Building Interfaces
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https://cyber.harvard.edu/publications/2016/NetworkedPolicy
making



Criteria for Good Regulation

1. Is the action or regime supported 
by legislative authority? 

2. Is there an appropriate scheme of 
accountability? 

3. Are procedures fair, accessible, 
and open? 

4. Is the regulator acting with 
sufficient expertise? 

5. Is the action or regime efficient?

81



Criteria for Good Regulation

1. Is the action or regime supported 
by legislative authority? 

2. Is there an appropriate scheme of 
accountability? 

3. Are procedures fair, accessible, 
and open? 

4. Is the regulator acting with 
sufficient expertise? 

5. Is the action or regime efficient?
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Learning Systems

• Even when pursuing an evidence-informed approach, law- and 
policymakers and regulators are often required to make decisions 
under uncertainty and complexity.

• Creates a structural need for learning (legal, regulatory) systems so 
that new knowledge can be incorporated when it comes available: 
Responsive regulation, smart regulation, etc. 

• Institutional repertoire still relatively limited, incl.
• Collaborative rulemaking 
• Periodic reviews
• Sunset clauses
• Backward planning method 
• Independent agency with decision-making power
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2 National Digital Strategies
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Introduction: Roles of Government 
• Governments can play different roles when it comes to engagement with the digital 

economy, digital technology, and digital policy-making

• Example: Analysis of national Cloud Computing strategies highlights the following 
roles (Gasser & O’Brien, 2014):

85https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2410270



Singapore: Leader in Digitization 
• 100% connected homes and 150% device penetration.

• Strong digital government as a pillar, top leadership sponsorship & Singapore IDA.

• Evolving regulatory framework, strong user-centricity, incl. willingness of 
government to experiment and take risks and enter PPPs:

• Stage 1 - Automation and availability: where government is very focused on digitizing its services and 
making it available on-line. Focus is mainly on citizens needs and engagements.

• Stage 2 - Mobility and simplicity (single platform/portal): where government adopt a more integrated 
service delivery platform and portal to simplify user experience, targeting both citizens and enterprises.

• Stage 3 - Predictability, collaboration, and personalization: where government becomes smarter about 
using customer data, rely more on AIto think ahead / anticipate things, and proactively provide 
personalized services. It also creates a fully open platform for citizens and enterprises to develop and 
customize their own services (digital communities). 

• Major limitation of Singapore model’s replication: small city-state with a single layer 
of government, which can instigate and implement such innovations very quickly.
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Sweden: Low-Risk Entrepreneurship
• Sweden is the second-most productive tech hub in the world on a per-capita 

basis, after Silicon Valley, producing 6.3 billion-dollar companies per million 
people. One of the most open, competitive, and diverse economies in the 
world.

• Risk-friendly -- provided by the generous cradle-to-grave welfare system.

• Governmental support to access to personal computers and construction of 
ICT infrastructure during the late 1990s.

• Key takeaways:
• Improvements of digital literacy need not solely be focused on the education system.

• Achieving significant and sustainable impact from taxpayer-funded investments is likely 
to be a long-term play.  

• Given the dynamic nature of technology, it is important that politicians do not worry too 
much about trying to predict how investments might generate a return in the short 
term, but rather focus on longer-term capacity for innovation and entrepreneurship.
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Brazil: Multi-Stakeholder Governance
• Brazilian Internet Steering Committee (CGI), comprised 

of 21 members from government, industry, technical 
and academic community.

• Unique Internet governance model for the effective 
participation of society in decisions involving network 
implementation, management, and use. 

• Non-government members are democratically elected, 
no sector has majority.

• Responsible for Internet strategic planning, 
recommending standards for technical and operational 
procedures, and establishing guidelines to orient 
relationship between government and society.

• Challenge: Quest for consensus is never an organized or 
orderly process.
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Further Reading (forthcoming)



Discussion

• Which of these country examples are of particular interest in the 
context of Thailand?

• What are the core elements of the (future) digital strategy for 
Thailand? What’s the role of the government?

• What are lessons learned from Thailand with regard to law and policy 
of digital economy and technology?
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3 Outlook and Some Concepts
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Law and Regulation: Shifting Paradigm

• Old paradigm: Law is often seen in tension with digital technologies –
technology as a “threat” and problem.
• A cat and mouse game
• Technology undermines privacy/security/labor/markets/… and law must respond, 

through subsumption, innovation, or gradual adjustments.
• Historically this has been an accurate description of the progress of technology and 

law.

• Opportunity for a new paradigm: Disruptive technology can be harnessed 
to be a part of the solution space to privacy/security/labor/markets/…
challenges.
• Fusing computer science, law, policy, sociology, economic disciplines in a strategic 

way (incl. shared vocabulary for semantic interoperability).
• Developing new types of technology to be deployed in collaboration with legal, 

regulatory, and policy changes.
92



Example: Regulation 2.0
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http://datasmart.ash.harvard.edu/news/article/white-paper-regulation-the-internet-
way-660



Legal Interoperability 
“Legal interoperability addresses the process of making 
legal rules cooperate across jurisdictions, on different 
subsidiary levels within a single state or between two or 
more states. Whether new laws should be implemented or 
existing laws adjusted or reinterpreted to achieve this 
interoperability depends on the given circumstances […].

In view of the increasing fragmentation of the legal 
environment in cyberspace, efforts must be undertaken to 
achieve higher levels of legal and policy interoperability in 
order to facilitate global communication, to reduce costs in 
cross-border business, and to drive innovation and 
economic growth. Interoperable legal rules can also create 
a level playing field for the next generation of technologies 
and cultural exchange […]” (Weber 2014).
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Next Frontier: Artificial Intelligence
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SEGMENT 4
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Closing Exercise

In groups, please discuss on of the following questions:

1. Which of the current digital economy issues in Thailand would 
benefit from a multi-stakeholder approach?

2. Where can and should law play an enabling role in the future of 
Thailand’s digital economy?

3. How do you measure success when “regulating” the digital 
economy?
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Q & A
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Thank You
Email: ugasser@law.harvard.edu

Twitter: @ugasser
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